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Drumsy emi face

We have detected that JavaScript is disabled in this browser. Please enable JavaScript or switch to a supported browser to continue using twitter.com. You can see a list of supported browsers in our Help Center. Help Center on: Characters, People, Featured Articles Comments Share GotDrums (formerly)Your Friendly Environmental News Reporter Milkman Mumsy (Mom)Ernest (Grandpa) Strength vibing
vr single person awareness, for now or ever :( Human Milkman (as The Milkman) It's like my mother always said: if she has a story, it's time to nail it. ― Drumsy Who is Drumsy? News reporter number 1# on VRChat. He did videos framed as news documentaries like the 30s to 30s. He's known for his hard-hitting exposés and aggressive reporter persona. The news channel he reports on is Drumsy News.
Please keep in mind that the events described in this article are roleplay and acting. Actions performed in character do not reflect the person who actually describes the character! History Drumsy began uploading news reports on VRChat to his YouTube channel in February 2018, and began livestreaming on Twitch a few months later. Her YouTube videos follow a common format where she reads
questions from her twitter page and spends the rest of the videos finding the answers. He'll have some mistakes as he interacts with many VRChat denizens, with clips broken down by narrative over b-roll stock recordings. In the end he gave a monologue about what he learned. Drumsy usually joins one of his anchor colleagues; he initially partnered with Paymoney Wubby, and then they joined
moxification and the French Guy. Eventually Paymoney Wubby split up to work on his own twitch channel, although he later returned to plot his revenge on Drumsy for his mistreatment while working for him. Wubby manages to kill the Frenchman and tries to poison Drumsy, but when that fails, he catches Drumsy and asks Moxi to take over the channel. In the end, the two sing and make friends again,
although they confirm that the French Guy is dead and never returns. Drumsy was later joined by her virtual reality boyfriend Brooke Bork, who despite claiming otherwise was not kept locked in her basement. Brooke and Moxi are now current employees of Drumsy News Network. Drumsy's twitch live-stream follows a slightly different format. Instead of pre-scripted narration and stock recordings, Drumsy
has several set scenes that allow him to use different backgrounds and music for dramatic effects while on VRChat. He also has a much more direct interaction with the audience, hyping his chatter to express the great peepee Energy. Recurring segments include a report by Shanaynay's female news dog, Swiper the Fox, and Nemo the Weatherman. When he storms another live-stream, he'll adopt the
persona of The Milkman, an obese walrus-elephant hybrid that will tell the people he raided into Chug Milk. When they drink milk, he will tell them Milk Milk Just cow cummies. Trivia Although she is not part of the main RP group, Drumsy has collaborated with many other well-known VRChat users. His known colleagues include J4KEY, Cece, Gizzle, TruNoom, and No Logic David. Syrmor hosted an IRL
meeting where Drumsy, Mr.Wobbles, and Jane Reynolds performed together, with Drumsy naturally playing the drums. Drumsy initially used an avatar more similar to his appearance in real life, but left it after too many people called him a muppet. She currently uses mainly female avatars because of her belief that it will attract more viewers. Drumsy is one of the many victims of the Trapman VR catfish.
Drumsy has a friendly rivalry with HeyImBee, trying to claim its place as VRChat's number two YouTube channel. She often complains that she has to try more to attract viewers because she wasn't born as a hot grill. Bees have attacked Drumsy twice during embarrassing moments; first when he attended a furry convention, and second when he bought a fursuit. Drumsy is also a rival to fellow news
reporter Ladle. The two talked trash-talking during their proposed merger of news channels. Drumsy's audience often bribed him to do embarrassing things, including paying for his trip to a furry convention to do a live interview, or dying his hair and painting his entire face pink. Despite her relationship with Brooke, Drumsy is often a womanizer and will hit random women, even while Brooke is watching. She
claims that this is due to Serena Williams Syndrome, a medical condition that causes her to flirt uncontrollably. Drumsy claims that one of the worst and weirdest experiences on VRChat was when he ran across a group of Slaaneshi sex cults in a seemingly inserous underwater world. Drumsy was afraid of dinosaurs and would cry when he was near them. He's now a loner of McLoner's ass, while he gets
over breaking up with virtual girlfriend Brooke Bork. Featured community content Link Gallery characters are available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. It can be used in any negotiation, not just transactions related to saliva jars. Rachael Krishna BuzzFeed News Reporter Last updated on November 30, 2018, at 11:02 a.m. ET Posted on November 30, 2018, at 6:31 a.m ET Topics In This Article
ROBLOX | 4.95K views of | 4 days ago Comment Share Hi I'm Brooke! ― Brooke BDSM Brooke (Brother)Business Brooke (Brother)Football Brooke (Brother)German Brooke (Brother)Thug Brooke (Brother)Black Brooke (Brother) Drumsy (Ex-Virtual Boyfriend)As her mother always said if you can't save your hoe, you'll go bankrupt. Bright Blue Who's Brooke Bork? Brooke Bork first time to the virtual world
as Drumsy's virtual reality girlfriend. At first she claimed that she had cancer which left her unable to feel happiness, but later admitted she made it to view. While a good and caring person, Brooke doesn't take from anyone, especially Drumsy's childish antics. Brooke has six identical twins, also named Brooke. He claimed that his parents had only one name chosen, so they were all given the same name.
The only way to distinguish them is to see if they have a bulge in their pants. Brooke's brother may or may not attend BrookeCon 2019, the Brooke convention hosted by Drumsy for each Brooke on VRChat (With a guest appearance by Moxification). During the off-stream session, Brooke meets another man and marry him in a Minecraft wedding for a meme even rooting she should have gone on a date
with Drumsy the next day (She also admitted to dating three different girls at the same time, which didn't bother Drumsy that much). When she confessed this to Drumsy, the two suffered a major fall, and Drumsy almost challenged brooke's new husband to a boxing match. The situation was later resolved in divorce court when Brooke agreed to sever ties with her husband and the three girls. After that they
went on a double date with Moxi and Gizzle, and have had a stable relationship ever since. Despite this, Brooke claims that she continues to be locked in Drumsy's basement and forced to wear dog clothes while Drumsy sniffs her. As time went on, she ended their relationship. The reason behind this spontaneous breakup is unknown for now or ever. May we wish him peace on many safe journeys. Avatar
Trivia Brooke is currently most similar to her IRL appearance. It's partly based on an earlier avatar that had green hair instead of blonde. The idea for BrookeCon 2019 originally came from Brooke's jokes and friends playing at Drumsy, where they all dressed up like Brooke and she had to guess the real Brooke. It was also the inspiration for Brooke's sister's video. After Drumsy's tonsillectomy, Brooke
temporarily took over Drumsy's channel, though Drumsy protested in the background via text-to-speech. Brooke is friends with everyone and has a lot of fans. Although hardly streaming on her own, she is often a guest on many other people's streams. For example, Ladle has an avatar where she has Brooke's blue hair and sweater. The Avatar is called Brookdle and is the hypothetical daughter of Brooke
and Ladle. Brooke doesn't like to talk about how Brookdle was conceived. Brooke would sometimes claim to be a thirteen-year-old boy. It's because it's mixed when Drumsy tries to get a framed picture for Brooke but receives a photo of two black children instead. Brooke sometimes poses with Radiant_Soul of the man's trap. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Note.
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